Abstract. In this paper we investigate and compare four aesthetic measures within the context of evolutionary art. We evolve visual art with an unsupervised evolutionary art system using genetic programming and an aesthetic measure as the fitness function. We perform multiple experiments with different aesthetic measures and examine their influence on the evolved images. To this end we store the 5 fittest individuals of each run and hand-pick the best 9 images after finishing the whole series. This way we create a portfolio of evolved art for each aesthetic measure for visual inspection. Additionally, we perform a cross-evaluation by calculating the aesthetic value of images evolved by measure i according to measure j. This way we investigate the flexiblity of each aesthetic measure (i.e., whether the aesthetic measure appreciates different types of images). The results show that aesthetic measures have a rather clear "style" and that these styles can be very different. Furthermore we find that some aesthetic measures show very little flexibility and appreciate only a limited set of images.
Introduction
The goal of the research field of Computational Aesthetics is to investigate "computational methods that can make applicable aesthetic decisions in a similar fashion as humans can" [5] . Aesthetic measures are functions that compute the aesthetic value of an object. [2] was the first to publish on the subject of aesthetic measures, and his work has been influential in the field. Birkhoffs notion of aesthetics was based on the relation between Order and Complexity, expressed as M = O C , where O stands for order and C for Complexity. Birkhoffs measure is now widely regarded a being mostly a measure of orderliness. Since Birkhoff, several researchers have investigated aesthetic measures from several points of view. [4] and [5] give good overviews of the field.
Research question
In this paper we investigate and compare four aesthetic measures. Each aesthetic measure is used in an evolutionary art system as a fitness function (all evolutionary parameters are kept equal for all aesthetic measures). We evolve small Lisp like expressions that generate images, and compare the difference between the images created by the four aesthetic measures. Next, we investigate how the produced images using aesthetic measure M N are judged by the other aesthetic measures. Hereby we obtain an indication of the neutrality of the measure. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First we discuss evolutionary art and the use of aesthetic measures within the context of evolutionary art (section 2). Section 3 discusses our software environment Arabitat. Next, we describe the experiments and their results in section 4.1. In section 4.2 we calculate the cross evaluation of the four aesthetic measures. Sections 5 and 6 contain conclusions and directions for future work.
Evolutionary art
Evolutionary art is a research field where methods from Evolutionary Computation are used to create works of art (good overviews of the field are [12] and [1] ). Some evolutionary art systems use supervised fitness assignment (e.g. [15] , [13] ), and in recent years there has been increased activity in investigating unsupervised fitness assignment (e.g. [14] ). The field of Computational Aesthetics investigates how computational methods can be used to assign aesthetic judgement to objects (see [5] and [4] ). Functions that assign an aesthetic value to an object are typically called aesthetic measures. In this paper we investigate four aesthetic measures, and compare their output.
Four aesthetic measures
The four aestetic measures that we investigate in this paper have different mechanisms and backgrounds, and we will describe them briefly. For a more detailed description we refer to the original papers. We will briefly describe the aesthetic measures by Machado & Cardoso, Ross & Ralph, the Fractal Dimension measure, and the Combined Weighted sum measure.
Machado & Cardoso The aesthetic measure described in [8] builds on the relation between Image Complexity (IC) and Processing Complexity (PC). Images that are visually complex, but are processed easily have the highest aesthetic value. As an example, the authors refer to fractal images; they are visually complex, but can be described by a simple formula. The aesthetic measure M of an image I is defined as
The Image Complexity can be regarded as the effort needed to compress an image, and is defined as
where RMS refers to the difference between the original image and the compressed image, expressed as the root mean square. The compression ratio is the ratio between the original image size and the compressed image size. The authors suggest the use JPEG compression for image compression. We used a JPEG quality setting of 0.75 (medium quality). The Processing Complexity is calculated using fractal image compression; in our experiments we used images with a resolution of 300x300. The box-counting algorithm used a number of boxes between 6 and 75 and the threshold was set to 50.
Ross & Ralph (bell curve) A second aesthetic measure that we implemented is Ross and Ralph (Ralph's Bell Curve, [14] ). This measure is based on the observation that many fine art painting exhibit functions over colour gradients that conform to a normal or bell curve distribution. The authors suggest that works of art should have a reasonable amount of changes in colour, but that the changes in colour should reflect a normal distribution (hence the name 'Bell Curve'). The computation takes several steps and we refer to [14] for details.
Fractal dimension In [16] the authors investigate the aesthetic preference of people for several types of fractals (natural, artifical and man-made). The authors found a peak in the preference for fractal images with a fractal dimension around 1.35. Images with a higher fractal dimension were considered complex, and images with a lower dimension were considered uninteresting. We use this finding to construct an aesthetic measure. For a given image I with a fractal dimension d, we define our fractal dimension aesthetic measure M as
which means that only images with a fractal dimension between 1.1 and 1.6 have a positive aesthetic measure (where images with a fractal dimension of 1.35 have an aesthetic value of 1). We calculate the fractal dimension using a technique called "box-counting" (see [16] ).
Combined Weighted Sum We also wanted to investigate the usefullness of a combination of the aesthetic value by the aforementioned three aesthetic measures. We used a simple straightforward weighted sum measure were all weights were set to 1:
3 Arabitat: the Art Habitat
Arabitat (Art Habitat) is our software environment in which we investigate evolutionary art. It uses genetic programming with Lisp expressions and supports both supervised and unsupervised evaluation. In this paper we only discuss unsupervised fitness evaluation using aesthetic measures. Currently we have implemented three aforementioned aesthetic fitness functions and a weighted sum combination measure, and intend to implement more in the near future. In our system, a genotype consists of 1) a Lisp-style expression that returns a value of type double, and 2) a color lookup table. Lisp-like expressions are common within genetic programming (see [7] ). Our genetic programming is type-safe and returns only results of type doubles. The computation of a phenotype from the genotype is done as follows; for a target phenotype image with a resolution (width, height) we calculate the function value from the lisp expression (the genotype) for each (x,y) coordinate of the image. The resulting matrix of floating points is mapped onto an indexed colour table, and this results in a matrix of integers, where each integer refers to a colour index of the corresponding colour scheme. This way the colouring is independent of the double values (other approaches like [15] have functions that directly address colouring). The colour scheme is thus part of the genotype, and is also subject to mutation and crossover. A mutation in the colour scheme could result in an entirely different coloured image, even if the expression remain unaltered. The resulting image is passed to the fitness function (one of the aesthetic measures) for evaluation. See Figure 1 for a schematic overview (see http://www.few.vu.nl/˜eelco/ for more examples in colour). Function set Many functions used are similar to the ones used in [15] , [13] and [14] . and height of the image. The use of width and height is useful because we usually perform evolutionary computation using images with low resolution (say 300x300) and want to display the end result on a higher resolution. [15] , [13] and [14] contain details on the functions used in our function set.
Experiments
In order to investigate and compare the four different aesthetic measure we conducted a number of experiments. We performed 10 runs for each aesthetic measure and collected the images of the 5 fittest individuals of each run. Next, we calculated the aesthetic measure of those 5 individuals by the other aesthetic measures. From the 50 images of each experiment (10 runs, 5 fittest individuals) we handpicked 9 images that were typical for that image set. Besides the aesthetic measure, all evolutionary parameters were the same for each run. We did many preliminary experiments and found that populations of around 200 usually tended to converge to one or two dominant individuals and their similar offspring. Since the goal of this paper is to compare the output of evolutionary art using different aesthetic measures, we decided to perform evolutionary search for 10 generations with a population of 200. For the genetic operators we used subtree mutation (rate 0.05), subtree crossover (rate 0.85), we initialized the population using the well-known ramped half-and-half initalization method (see [7] ), and used tournament selection (tournament size 3) for both parent selection and survivor selection. For survivor selection we use elitist selection (best 1).
Results
We did 10 runs with our evolutionary art system using each aesthetic measure and collected the images of the 5 fittest individuals of each run. The average fitness of the population of 200 over 10 generations is given in Figures 3 and 5 . Of the collected 50 images, we hand-picked 9 images. The reason for hand-picking from the image collection instead of selecting the images with the highest fitness is that some runs ran into premature convergence and had 5 very similar images at the end. Therefore we picked the images by hand, to give an impression of the variety of the images. Since we were mostly interested in comparing aesthetic measures using the same EA parameters, we did not focus on optimizing the EA to reach an average fitness of 1.0. Our goal was exploration, not optimization. Therefore, many runs do not end in an average fitness of 1.0. In the next sections we shortly describe the characteristics of these selections.
Machado & Cardoso The images produced using the Machado & Cardoso measure are presented in Figure 2 . The images tend to be simple in structure, and they have a slight preference for primary colours (although not in all images). We suspect that the use of JPEG compression could possibly favour images with primary colours. Also apparant is that the images are diverse in structure, even if they are relatively simple. Most images produced using this aesthetic measure have a 'sixties'/ pop art look and feel. The images in [9] are slightly different; we suspect that is caused by using a different function set and a different colouring.
Ross & Ralph (bell curve)
The images produced using the aesthetic measure of Ross & Ralph are presented in Figure 2 . It is immediately apparant that these images are very different from the ones produced using the Machado & Cardoso aesthetic measure. Most images are very abstract and have a very distinct colour progression within the images. Many images resemble textures that are used in computer graphics, and that is similar to what the original authors found in their evolutionary art system (see [14] ).
Fractal dimension The image produced using our fractal dimension aesthetic measure are presented in Figure 4 .
What is apparant from these images is that the style is again different from the previous two aesthetic measures. Next, we see that there is a tendency to use the fractal functions mandelbrot and julia (which generates Julia set figures) and the binary function xor and and. As far as we know we are the first to use the fractal dimension in an evolutionary art context, so we can not compare our images with other generated images.
Combined Weighted Sum The images produced using the combined weighted sum aesthetic measure is given in Figure 4 . Ideally these images would be a combination of features of the previous images of the other aesthetic measures. We see that features of the aesthetic measure of Ralph & Ross seems to be dominant in the images, and that can be explained by the fact that the the average fitness of the runs using the Ross & Ralph measure is around 0.5, and the other two measures have an average fitness of around 0.2. Using weighted sum combination, the Ralph & Ross aesthetic measure thus has more 'weight' than the other two. In future implementations of combinations of aesthetic measures, we will use techniques from [3] to combine aesthetic measures in a more neutral fashion. 
Cross evaluation
After we had done the experiments with the four aesthetic measures, we wanted to know how the aesthetic measures would evaluate 'each others' work. The evaluation of the work of measure M n of images produced using aesthetic measure M m might give us an indication of the scope of the aesthetic measure. If an aesthetic measure only appreciates images that were generated using its own measure, then we could assume that its scope were fairly limited. On the other hand, if a measure also appreciates images that were created using another aesthetic measure, we could conclude that it is applicable to a broader scope of images. In the following table we have gathered the average fitness (and standard deviation) of the fifty fittest individuals that were collected for each experiment. The producing aesthetic measure is presented horizontally and the 
Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated and compared four aesthetic measures in an evolutionary art system. After our experiments we can conclude that the use of different aesthetic measures clearly results in different 'styles' of evolutionary art. Since all evolutionary parameters were kept equal in all experiments, we can conclude that all differences in artistic style are directly related to the aesthetic measures. Next, we can conclude that there are also differences in variety of the output of the four aesthetic measures. We think that the fractal dimension aesthetic measure can be useful in cooperation with other aesthetic measures in a multi-objective optimization setup. The output of the combination weighted sum measure resembles the output of the measure by Ralph & Ross, mainly because the average fitness of the Ralph & Ross measure was higher than the average fitness of the other two. In future implementations we could normalize the fitness values per aesthetic measure, in order to avoid unnecessary bias due to differences in maximum fitness. Finally, it is interesting to note that aesthetic measures used to have a passive role in computing the aesthetic value of an object, but seem to have a far more active role in creating art when applied in an evolutionary art system.
Future work
In this paper we chose three aesthetic measures as input for experiments with evolutionary art. Machado & Cardoso continued to develop their aesthetic measure in later research; we intend to include these changes and improvements in our implementation. Furthermore, there exist more aesthetic measures in literature. We will implement the Pattern Measure of [6] , and an aesthetic measure based on information theory described in [11] . Furthermore, we would like to further explore the combination of multiple aesthetic measures into a combined aesthetic measure using techniques from multi-objective optimization (see [3] ).
In our experiments we have hand-picked the output from the fittest individuals;
in future research we would like to investigate the use of techniques from digital image processing to extract features from images. This way, it might be possible to investigate the output per aesthetic measure in a more systematic way.
